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“Remember the Blue of Conventry!”

SINCLAIR’S GRAIL BURGEE FLOWN
AT “ORPHEUS’” MAIN TRUCK. 

   ORPHEUS was his flag ship’s name. Orpheus’ head
(Resh) sings and plays the harp at the isle of Lesbos,
Aegean Sea.  Relates to the DYONYSUS mysteries and
Creation by sound.  “To be the strings of the (Metatronic)
Harp” relates to the “TUATHA” Creation Being (of 3). 

“Remember the Blue of Coventry”

INTERPRETATION: The “Blue of Coventry” relates to the special “Power of God” seen as a vibrant blue field filling 
the specific Creation-Field.  Also the blue often seen in the “Mind of God” field beyond the Ha’Reem Membrane. 
“Coventry” would be a Hebraic word: a combined mantra: Chavah, An, Tiree. (The Templars used Hebrew codes.)

CHAV(a): Eve: Life Giver, keys into ELOHIM New Race Genesis codes. 
An (Ayn): Name of God in 1st Continuum. Also “Nothing” as the Foundational Void or LIFE: Divine Essence.  
Tiree: Moist, fresh, new. Or “tera”: door, gate, door keeper. Both spellings apply, relating to the SHAMIR Keeper of 
way to the Tree of Life (Gen 3:24)...word links with “sharar” meanings.  

The 8-Ark Ring is a BASE for a SHAMIR PILLAR, similar to the Shamir-Pillar in Rosslyn Chapel.  The Pillar is an internal ring of
Shamir pillars (24 in the Rosslyn Pillar, with 4 spirals up the pillar, creating a Plus-Cross of inner shamirs in an infinite number
of 4-Point Creation Fields.  In Rosslyn the MARI-PILLAR is the “Self” inside the Shamir field. Yeshua becomes the guiding 
Shamir programmer. In Rosslyn Mari holds their son: John Martinus, first Templar.  

ORPHEUS had 3 masts, square rigged on each mast. A jib was used on a small sprit. The gunnels had a special 
rectilinear channel the length of the ship, dark green with rectangles as “arks” worked into the channels.  A 
Master-Templar’s cross was on the main tops’le. There were 5 “Temple-built” ships in his Atlantic transit.  An 8-day 
“Time Storm” set up his transit of the Holy Isle of Ruta location and the call across Time. 

       (Info from psychic source, not historical.)
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